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Full cast of the mummy 3

Edit Sign up and add shows to get the latest updates on your favorite shows - Start Now ENTER CITY, STATE OR ZIP Code Brendan Fraser Rick O'Connell Rachel Weisz Evelyn / Nefertiri John Hannah Hannah Jonathan Arnold Vosloo Imhotep Oded Fehr Ardeth Bay Patricia Velasquez Meela /Anck-Su-Namun Freddie
Boath Alex Alun Armstrong Curator Rock Scorpion King Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje Lock-no Shaun Parkes Izzy Stephen Sommers, Director Screenwriter Adrian Biddle Cinematographer Alan Silvestri Composer (Music Score) Allan Cameron Production Designer Bob Ducsay Editor, Executive Producer Bob Ducsay
Editor, Executive Producer Cliff Lanning First Assistant Director Don Zepfel Executive Producer Giles Masters Artistic Director Greg Michael Second Unit Director Harvey Harrison More Cinematography, Second Unit Camera Harvey Harrison Additional Cinematography, Second Unit Camera Hiro Koda Fights
Choreographer Industrial Light &amp; Magic Animation Effects , Animator, special effects, visual effects industrial light &amp; magic animation effects, animator, special effects, visual effects industrial light &amp; magical animation effects, animator, special effects, visual effects industrial light &amp; Magical Animation
Effects, Animator, Special Effects, Visual Effects James Jacks Producer Joanna Colbert Casting John Andrew Berton, Jr. Visual Effects Supervisor John Bloomfield Costume Designer Kate Dowd Casting Kelly Matsumoto Editor Leslie Shatz Sound/Sound Designer Megan Moran Associate Producer Nick Dudman
Creature Effect Make-up Special Effects Nick Dudman Creature Effects, Makeup Special Effects Peter Glossop Sound/Sound Designer Peter Young Set Designer Sean Daniel Producer Stephen Sommers Director, Screenwriter Steve Dent Stunts Coordinator Tony Reading Art Director Copyright © 2020 Born in
Cleveland LLCThis product uses the TMDb API but is not approved or certified by TMDb in : Comments Share New Evil Awakens ... -Slogan, Mummy: The Tomb of the Dragon Emperor Sean DanielsJames JacksStephen SommersBob Ducsay Brendan FraserMaria BelloJohn HannahLuke FordJet LiMichelle
YeohIsabella LeongAnthony WongRus wongJessey MengLiam CunninghamAlbert Kwan The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor is an adventure film released in 2008. Produced by Universal Pictures, this is the third and final installment of the studio's remation of the Mummy trilogy. Fence In ancient China, a brutal
and tyrannical warrior unites the kingdom of the earth into an empire and becomes a dragon emperor. She orders the construction of the Great Wall of China to bury and curse her dead enemies, and eventually learns power over traditional Chinese elements of fire, water, earth, wood, and metal. The Emperor soon
begins to fear that his death will end all that he has achieved and summons Zi Yuan, the witch who is said to be To know the secret of immortality. He seems to cast a spell on him in Sanscre before he executes General Ming, his trusted friend, and Zi Yuan's secret lover. She stabs Zi Yuan with a dacha, but after
anticipating this event, she immolates and imprisons the emperor and his soldiers in the dirt, turning them into a terracotta army, and flees. In 1946, Alex O'Connell, son of Rick and Evelyn O'Connell, and his archaeological professor Roger Wilson found the emperor's tomb. Even though they were attacked by a
mysterious woman, they managed to bring the coffin to Shanghai. Meanwhile, the British government is entrusting the O'Connells to take the eye of Shangri-La (a giant pear-shaped gemstone) back to China. However, they will learn that Wilson is working for a rogue military faction led by General Yang, who provided



financial support to Alex's expedition. Yang believes the Dragon Emperor is the one who can lead China out of the chaos of World War II and plans to resurrect it using the Eye, which contains the Elixir of Life. They open it, but accidentally land on a statue of the carriage driver, which is revealed as the emperor's
mummified body. He accepts Yang's service, but kills Wilson and runs away, despite the O'Connells' attempt to stop him from stalking him. Along with Evelyn's brother Jonathan Carnahan, the O'Connells and his mystery wife Lin, they travel to a retreat in the Himalayas, revealing a trip to Shangri-La when the Eye is
placed on it. With the help of a Yeti called by Lin, the group has detained Yang's troops, but the Emperor will find out where Shangri-La is. Alex will try to trigger an avalanche. The Emperor throws a sword at him, but Rick pushes Alex aside and is stabbed instead. Lin takes the group to Shangri-La, where Zi Yuan still
lives and treats Rick's injuries. The group discovers that Lin is the daughter of Zi Yuan, both immortalized by the power of the waters of Shangri-La. As Rick heals, Alex and Lin become teached together, but Lin refuses because of his immortality, unable to bear to fall in love with Alex just to watch him grow old and die,
just as Zi Yuan mourned General Ming. The Dragon Emperor and General Yang eventually arrive and attack them in Shangri-La, and the emperor bathes in mystical waters, which not only restores his human form and youth, but also allows him to shapeshift. He turns into a dragon, kidnaps Lin and flies back to the tomb,
picks up his Terract army and delivers a speech declaring his intention to conquer the world before sending his troops to pass by the Great Wall, after which they will be invincible. The O'Connells and Zi Yuan chase their enemy to the Great Wall, where Zi Yuan sacrifices her and Lin's immortality to form an undead army
from beneath the Great Wall, led by a revived General Ming. As Alex rescues Lin, Zi Yuan fights the Emperor and is mortally wounded, secures the dacha. Zi Yuan will give the dach ass to the group before he dies. Meanwhile, the Emperor goes to the Great Wall to use his elementary powers to negation an undead spell.
Rick and Alex attack him while Evelyn and Lin fight and kill Yang and Choi. The Dragon Emperor gains the upper hand over Rick, but Rick and Alex manage to stab him in the heart with a broken dach ass, kill him, and defeat the terracotta army. Ming's army celebrates briefly before it turns to dust and disappears into the
air. The O'Connells and Lin return to Shanghai, where Lin and Alex begin their relationship, while Jonathan decides to move to Peru with shangri-la's eye because he wants to go somewhere without mummies, just for on-screen credits, to reveal that mummies were recently discovered there. Cast of Jacky Wu ... Killer #1
Binghua Wei ... Killer #2 Guo Jing ... Killer #3 Ken Tran ... Yang soldier #1 Allan Yuk-lun Chou ... Yang soldier #2 Fernando Chien ... Yang soldier #3 Mac Jeffrey Ong ... Yang soldier #4 Chris Mark ... Yang soldier #5 James Mark ... Yang soldier #6 Mike Ching... Yang soldier #7 Darryl Quon ... Yang soldier #8 Alex Chiang
... Yang soldier #9 Paul Wu ... Yang soldier #10 Larry Lam... Yang soldier #11 Brian Ho ... Yang soldier #12 Vi-Hung Luv ... Yang soldier #13 Phong Doan Huy ... Yang soldier #14 other Kyle Burnett Cashulin... Mad dog is pal #1 Charles Esposito... Mad dog is pal #2 Michael Scherer... Yeti #1 Scott Taylor ... Yeti #2
Kham Tri Vixaysy ... Chinese excavator #1 Don Lew ... Chinese digger #2 freda foh shen... Narrator Regis Attiow ... Mystical #1 Tony Wai ... Mystical #2 Yungstun Wu ... Mystical #3 Xiang Guangxu ... Mystical #4 Cong-Quyen Lam ... Mystical #5 uncredited vic armstrong... A dancer at the Nightclub Trivia The idea of the
Emperor and his army is based on the real Emperor Qin Shi Huang, who was buried amid thousands of created and fired terracotta soldiers, called terracotta army, dated no later than 210 BC In September 2006, director Joe Johnston was originally offered the helm by Universal Pictures, which he intended to start filming
in early 2007. The film was shot in Montreal and China. The main photography began at the Cite du Cinema in Mel, Montreal. Chinese cultural advisors helped director Rob Cohen to portray the language and ceremonies of the Qin Dynasty. The crew often had to stop in and around Shanghai as soldiers marched. Setting
up a desert battlefield was actually a training facility for the Chinese army that was leased. The visual effects were performed by two VFX houses based in Los Angeles. The diamond-like water pool took Rhythm and Hues 11 months to complete. The award-winning Massive A.I software, which was used on Lord of the
Rings, was used to create undead battle scenes. Design company Imaginary Forces has created an introductory sequence and an end To portray an accurate and historic China, they turned to calligrapher T.Z. Yuan for writing ink brushes. John Debney provided additional re-scoring material for most of the larger action
sequences. Brendan Fraser and John Hannah are the only actors to appear in all three mummy movies. Brendan Fraser, who plays Rick, was born in 1968, and Maria Bello, who plays Evelyn, was born in 1967, while Luke Ford, who plays their son Alex, was born in 1981 and is only 13 years younger than Fraser and 14
years younger than Bello. After a car chase through Shanghai, Alex O'Connell (Luke Ford) says he was willing to go for a little faith for his actions on waking up the Emperor. Rick O'Connell (Brendan Fraser) spoke the same line in The First Mummy. Alex leaves a leash in the sand during the climax. Alex did the same
thing as the boy in The Mmmish coming back. The film was released on DVD on December 16, 2008. The soundtrack was released on July 29, 2008. Appearances All skins are considered the first skins. For character skins, see Cast. Listed signs of England: China: Turfan Chu Qin Monastery Province Of The Great Wall
of China Shanghai Tibet: Community content is available in cc-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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